Vectorial representations of meaning can be supported by empirical data from diverse sources and obtained with diverse embedding approaches. This paper aims at screening this experimental space and reports on an assessment of word embeddings supported (i) by data in raw texts vs. in lexical graphs, (ii) by lexical information encoded in associationvs. inference-based graphs, and obtained (iii) by edge reconstruction-vs. matrix factorisation vs. random walk-based graph embedding methods. The results observed with these experiments indicate that the best solutions with graph-based word embeddings are very competitive, consistently outperforming mainstream text-based ones.
Introduction
As neural networks are becoming a central technology in natural language processing, interest on distributional semantics, with its vector space models of meaning, has been a driving factor for research on natural language semantics. When focusing on the meaning of words under this approach, information on lexical semantics has been sought to be encoded into appropriate vectorial representations, also known as word embeddings. The source for this information has consisted mostly of large collections of raw text, and thus ultimately on the frequencies of co-occurrence of words with other neighbouring words in certain windows of context, (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington et al., 2014; Mikolov et al., 2018) among others. A few research trends have been gaining momentum concerning the application of neural networks to natural language technology, and a fortiori in what concerns distributional semantics. On the one hand, there has been a growing interest in the linguistic information that may be ultimately encoded in vectorial representations (Be-linkov et al., 2017; Conneau et al., 2018) , also relating to their eventual "universality", in view of possibly transferring these representations from one language processing task or application to another (Shi et al., 2016; Cífka and Bojar, 2018) .
On the other hand, growing attention has been devoted to sources of information for word embeddings other than what may be conveyed and extracted from co-occurrences in text. This includes information that is encoded in sophisticated lexical collections of data that are carefully crafted and densely loaded with accurate information on lexical semantics (Goikoetxea et al., 2015; Saedi et al., 2018) .
The results reported in the present paper lies at the intersection of those research goals. In particular, we aim here to gain a better insight into these two sources of lexical information, and the quality of the resulting word embeddings, by assessing how graph-based word embeddings compare to mainstream text-based ones. To pursue this objective, we explore an experimental space that takes into account lexical semantic networks of essentially different types as well as different sorts of methods, with different strengths, to convert those graphs into embeddings. In the experimental space that will be explored here, text-based embeddings will be represented by top performing solutions from the literature.
In the next Sections 2 and 3, the lexical graphs and the graph embeddings techniques used are introduced. Each one of the following Sections 4 and 5 will indicate how each graph was handled and what was the outcome of applying graph embedding techniques to them.
Section 6 is devoted to ponder on the lessons that can be learned from the results obtained. Finally, in the last two Sections 7 and 8 the related work will be taken into account and the conclusions of this paper will be presented.
Lexical graphs
How to represent the meaning of words has been at the core of research on lexical semantics. Besides distributional semantics (Harris, 1954; Osgood et al., 1957) that word embeddings adhere to, two other broad families of approaches have emerged, namely those advocating that lexical semantics is better represented as a semantic network (Quillan, 1966) or as a feature-based model (Minsky, 1975; Bobrow and Norman, 1975) .
In a nutshell, in an inference-based semantic network, a lexical unit, typically a word, is recorded as a node in a graph while the semantic relations among words, such as hyponymy or synonymy, etc., are recorded as labelled edges among the nodes of the graph -with the inference being ensured by the relation that happen to be transitive. Feature-based models representing lexical semantics, in turn, resort to a hash table that stores the lexical units as keys, and the semantically related units as the respective values.
The motivation for these two families of lexical representation is to be found in their different suitability and success in explaining a wide range of empirical phenomena, in terms of how these are manifest in ordinary language usage and how they are elicited in laboratory experimentation. These phenomena are related to the acquisition, storage and retrieval of lexical knowledge (e.g. the spread activation effect (Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971) , the fan effect (Anderson, 1974) , among many others) and to how this knowledge interacts with other cognitive faculties or tasks, including categorization (Estes, 1994 ), reasoning (Rips, 1975 ), problem solving (Holyoak and Koh, 1987 , learning (Ross, 1984) , etc. Feature-based models seek to respond primarily to our outstanding ability as speakers of associating concepts with other concepts, while inference-based ones seek to respond to the also outstanding ability to reason on the basis of semantic relations among concepts.
In the scope of the formal and computational modelling of lexical semantics, these approaches have inspired a number of initiatives to build repositories of lexical knowledge. Prominent examples of such repositories are, for semantic networks, WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and for featurebased models, Small World of Words (SWOW) (De Deyne et al., 2013) . Interestingly, to achieve the highest quality, repositories of different types typically resort to different empirical sources of primary data. For instance, WordNet is constructed on the basis of lexical intuitions systematically handled by human experts, while the information encoded in Small World of Words are the associations between concepts evoked and collected from laypersons.
Even when motivated in the first place by (psycho-)linguistic research goals, these repositories of lexical knowledge have been extraordinarily important for language technology. They have been instrumental for major advances in language processing tasks and applications such as word sense disambiguation, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, sentiment analysis (e.g. Li and Jurafsky (2015) ), parsing (e.g. Socher et al. (2013) ), textual entailment (e.g. ), discourse analysis (e.g. Ji and Eisenstein (2014) ), among many others. 1 In our experiments, we resort to these two major representatives of inference-and feature-based lexical networks, namely WordNet 2 and SWOW 3 .
Graph embedding methods
As for methods to convert graphs into embedding, we are resorting also to one outstanding representative per major family of techniques.
Following the recent comprehensive survey by (Cai et al., 2017) , graph embeddings methods divide into those that represent a whole graph as a single vector and those that output a vector for each node in the graph. For our experiments, we are interested in the latter, for which there are three major families of approaches, viz. based on edge reconstruction, on matrix factorisation and on random walks. Each of these techniques has its advantages and drawbacks, capturing the information encoded in the graph with different emphasis.
Graph embeddings techniques based on edge reconstruction operate on graphs represented by edge lists. An edge is a triple lhs, rel, rhs , where lhs (left-hand side) and rhs (right-hand) are nodes connected by a relation of type rel. The system is trained to recognise triples that are feasible (present in the graph) from the infeasible ones.
The objective function optimised in the model is either maximising the edge reconstruction probability or minimising the edge reconstruction loss. The latter can be further divided into distancebased loss and margin-based ranking loss. Since most of the existing knowledge graph embedding methods choose to optimise margin based ranking loss (Cai et al., 2017) , we choose a method from this subgroup as a representative of the edge reconstruction models, namely Semantic Matching Energy (SME) from (Bordes et al., 2014) . Edge reconstruction methods support a relatively efficient training, but ensures optimisation using only local information between nodes close to each other.
Another family of graph embedding methods is based, in turn, on graphs represented by matrices. This is perhaps the family of techniques with the largest number of instances, which in many cases result from slight variants from one another in the tricks used to weight and condense the nodes in the matrix.
As a representative of the matrix factorisation methods for graph embedding, we use the socalled Katz index (Newman, 2010, Eq. (7.63) ) as this is the technique used in previous works on WordNet (Saedi et al., 2018) and on SWOW (De Deyne et al., 2018) .
This method starts by creating a matrix with all of the possible semantic relations between all the words, resulting in an adjacency matrix M . Then it populates each cell M ij of the matrix resorting to a lexical semantic graph G. Each cell M ij is set to 1 if and only if there is a direct edge between nodes including the two words word i and word j the cell represents. If there is no edge between the two words, that cell is set to 0. For all nodes not directly connected, that is connected through other nodes in between, the representation of their affinity strength is obtained by following the cumulative iteration:
is the matrix where every two words, word i and word j , are transitively related by n edges. I represents the identity matrix and α is used as a decay factor for longer paths.
The iteration converges into the matrix M G , obtained by an inverse matrix operation:
Matrix factorisation inverts the trade off found with edge reconstruction methods. Differently from the latter, it is able to take into account the affinity between nodes at the global level of the graph, but at the cost of a large time and space consumption though.
A third family of graph embedding methods is based on a "text" generated from graphs, where the word embeddings are obtained from some deep learning technique used over that text. This is an "artifical" text that results from concatenating the words in the nodes that are visited in a random walk through the edges in the graph.
Starting at a random node in the graph, at each iteration, this technique randomly chooses a neighbour node (with a probability α) to be the starting point of the next iteration or stopping the walk (with a probability 1α) .
Improving over the matrix factorisation and the edge reconstruction approaches, the random walk technique is effective and accommodates global information on the nodes. However, as it only considers the local context within a path at each iteration, that makes it hard to find an optimal sampling strategy.
In the next Sections, we report on the application of these three different graph embedding techniques, with their different advantages and drawbacks, over the two lexical networks, from two distinct lexical semantic families, thus encoding lexical knowledge from quite distinct primary sources of empirical data. This leads to different word embeddings that encode and emphasise different shades of lexical information, thus contributing to an encompassing and discriminating experimental space.
Inference-based graph embeddings
This section describes the conversion of WordNet to word embeddings under each of the three graph embedding techniques.
Edge reconstruction
In models based on edge reconstruction, the objective is to rank a true triplet lhs, rel, rhs over a false triplet lhs , rel, rhs that does not exist in the graph. Under the SME technique (Bordes et al., 2014) we are following here, this is achieved by designing an energy function f rel (lhs, rhs), interpreted as a distance between the nodes lhs and rhs in the context of relation rel, where the en-ergy value should be lower for feasible triplets and higher for infeasible ones. SME seeks to minimise the margin-based ranking loss, defined as:
where γ is the margin size (set by default to 1). The SME function is designed as a neural network that first combines the nodes separately with the relation type, putting the combinations of lhs, rel and rel, rhs in a common space, where they can be matched. The matching is performed using a dot product of the resulting vectors. The combination function comes in two flavours: linear and bilinear. We opted for the former here given its lower complexity.
The triples were generated in the following manner: for each word w lhs in the vocabulary and for each synset s lhs this word belongs to, a triple is generated for each word w rhs in each synset s rhs (that w rhs belongs to), such that there exists a relation rel between synsets s lhs and s rhs , and both w lhs and w rhs are in the vocabulary.
rel is one of the semantic relations used in WordNet. 4 Three of these relation types, namely antonym, derivationally related form, and pertainym exist not between synsets, but directly between the word forms (lemmas). These were also taken into account to generate triples. 5 For training, we used a publicly available implementation of SME. 6 The models were trained for 500 epochs, with evaluation at every 10 epochs, a learning rate of 0.01 and 200 batches. The remaining parameters were left the same as the default ones used in Bordes et al. (2014) . The model with the best performance on the validation set was picked.
Since the the edge reconstruction based methods are retaining the local neighbourhood only, we experimented also with extending the data sets by generating relations resulting from the concatenation of two simple relations. The data sets created in this way, however, suffer from an exponential growth in size. Due to resource limitations, we managed to conduct the experiments on a 15k vocabulary only, which gave significant boost in the performance of the model on the evaluation tasks. Further exploration of this path could be beneficial, but needs to be left for future work.
For a fair comparison with other methods, the data used for training the models is based though on the same 60k vocabulary as in the matrix factorisation based method (see details in Section 4.2), and thus eventually restricted to 1-hop relations. The vocabulary was selected with the same procedure as in Saedi et al. (2018) . Also for the sake of comparison with the other experiments with text-based embeddings available from the literature (see details in Section 6), we chose vectors of dimension 300. Since there is a random element in the system (the initialisation of the neural network), we trained three models using different seeds for the random number generator and averaged the results.
Matrix factorisation
For matrix factorisation, we started by building an adjacency matrix from WordNet 3.0, which produced a square matrix of a size above 155k.
Tests with different weights for each type of relation -namely hyponymy and hyperonymy weighing the most, -showed that symmetrical weights performed the best. Also the parameters in equation 2 and other options to tackle computational complexity were empirically determined in and taken from Saedi et al. (2018) .
The matrix inversion raises substantial challenges in terms of the memory footprint. To cope with this issue, we resorted to sub-graphs of Word-Net of manageable size, and we will be using here a vocabulary with 60k words. To mitigate the impact of this downsizing, we sorted the words by the decreasing number of outgoing edges in the graph and picked the 60k top ones.
Another parameter to consider is the decay value (α) in equation 2, which discounts the strength of a connection if the nodes are far away from each other in the graph. Several values for α were experimented with, with 0.75 performing the best, which is also the value for α we used here.
After going through the procedure in equation 2, a Positive Point-wise Mutual Information transformation (PMI+) was applied to reduce the frequency bias, followed by an L2-norm to normalise each line of M G , and finally, a Principal Compo-nent Analysis (PCA) was applied to reduce the dimension of the vectors. This procedure was evaluated with different vector sizes by Saedi et al. (2018) , namely 100, 300, 850, 1000 and 3000, with 850 performing the best. For the sake of comparability with the other models we resort to, namely the text-based ones, we set a vector size of 300 for the matrix factorisation embedding technique.
Random walk
The random walk was based on UKB Agirre et al., 2014; Goikoetxea et al., 2015) , which performs a random walk through edges on graphs and in each step writes a word in the node into an artificial text. With the resulting corpus, a two-layer neural network model (Skip-Gram) (Mikolov et al., 2013b ) was trained to predict for each vocabulary word its neighbouring words, thus generating in one of the layers the resulting word embedding vectors.
We restricted the original technique to use only the information from the graph and to ignore the glosses. The random walk was applied to the same WordNet graph (60k vocabulary) described in the Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
We discarded the three lemma-lemma relations not supported by UKB, namely antonym, derivationally related form, pertainym.
To create the artificial corpus, we used the default UKB random walk parameters 7 and to obtain the word embeddings, we used the default Gensim's (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) Skip-Gram implementation, with a vector dimension of 300.
Results
The assessment of the word embeddings obtained from the conversion of lexical graphs use the same tasks used for this purpose when the embeddings are obtained from corpora. These tasks consist in predicting the semantic similarity and the semantic relatedness between words in pairs and in seeking to match the gold scores assigned by humans to those test pairs. The cosine between the vectors of the words in a pair is mapped into the scale used for the gold scores.
For semantic similarity, we resorted to the test sets SimLex-999 (with 999 pairs) (Hill et al., 2016) , WordSim-353-Similarity (203 pairs) ) and RG1965 (65) (Ruben-7 http://github.com/asoroa/ukb/ stein and Goodenough, 1965) . For semantic relatedness, WordSim-353-Relatedness (252) ), MEN (3000) (Bruni et al., 2012) and MTURK-771 (771) (Halawi et al., 2012) were used.
The results with WordNet embeddings are displayed in Table 1 
Feature-based graph embeddings
This section describes the conversion of SWOW to word embeddings under each of the three graph embedding techniques.
Edge reconstruction
The data for the application of the SME method was generated on the basis of the associative strength among words, described in detail in De Deyne et al. (2018) . The vocabulary was restricted to their 12 216 cue words. The relations were generated with the support of the associative strength files that were generated by using the publicly available implementation. 9 The strength file is generated for three association types separately (R1, R2, R3), which induced the three relation types taken into by the SME method with SWOW.
We used the same implementation and methodology as in Section 4.1. We empirically chose a smaller interval between the evaluations (every 5 8 The coverage of the test sets is the following: 100% of Simlex-999; 100% WordSim-353 S; 98.0% RG1965; 97.6% WordSim-353 R; 83.4% MEN; 99.9% MTurk-771. 9 http://github.com/SimonDeDeyne/ SWOWEN-2018 epochs instead of 10) and a lower learning rate (0.001 instead of 0.01) for a better training quality. The validation and test sets each made up for around 5% of the data set. For the sake of comparison, we again chose the vector size of 300.
Similarly, as in Section 4.1, we trained three models and average the results.
Matrix factorisation
We follow the same methodology, data and implementation in De Deyne et al. (2018) . The data set contained 12 216 cue words, a shorter vocabulary and matrix than the one selected from WordNet.
The data is pre-processed before generating the adjacency matrix, where the cue words and responses are spell-checked, and the adjustment of capitalisation and americanisms takes place. From the cue-response data, only 100 participants for each cue are considered. Since each participant responded with three associated tokens, this associates each cue with 300 word instances.
The adjacency matrix was then created similarly to the matrix factorisation of WordNet in section 4.2, yielding a square matrix A G , with every word displayed in the rows and in the columns. The cell A Gij contains the associative strength of word i with word j, obtained from the frequency with which word j is responded when word i is cued.
The adjacency matrix is factorised using the same parameters as described in Section 4.2, namely with the decay factor α set at 0.75, and with a vector dimension of 300. Due to the small, 12k vocabulary available here, no extraction of a subset was necessary as it formed a data set computationally manageable.
The processing of the output matrix is also the same as in section 4.2, with an application of PMI+ to reduce frequency bias and PCA for dimension reduction.
Random walk
The random walk used the same technique as used for the inference-based graph, in Section 4.3.
The SWOW data set described in the previous Sections 5.1 and 5.2 was converted into a graph input for UKB. Each word in the vocabulary was considered a node. Each relation from a SWOW cue word to the associated word was considered as a relation between nodes. With the resulting graph, we created the artificial corpus by using the default UKB random walk parameters. To obtain the word embeddings, we used the default Gensim's Skip-Gram implementation (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) with vectors of dimension 300.
Results
The results with SWOW embeddings are displayed in Table 2 
Discussion
The results in the Sections above were obtained with word embeddings whose source of information are specifically designed and carefully curated lexical collections whose primary empirical source of data are human lexical intuitions elicited and gathered under a tightly controlled experimental protocol. This range of results should be enlarged with results obtained also with word embeddings that have, as the source of lexical information, collections of raw texts that were produced with purposes other than to serve specifically for word embeddings.
Text-based embeddings
For this purpose, we resort to mainstream textbased word embeddings. For a fair comparison, we focus on embeddings that rely solely on lexical information, thus not possibly enhanced with supra-lexical information, like for instance Dependency word embeddings (Levy and Goldberg, 2014) , etc. The three word embeddings selected are Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) , 11 word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a) , 12 and fastText (Mikolov et al., 2018) . 13 The evaluation results for these text-based word embeddings are displayed in Table 3 The word embeddings trained with a 600B token collection of texts, fastText, outperforms the other ones trained with 100B (word2vec) and 840B (Glove) token collections.
Analysis
The experimental space explored gave rise to the range of results displayed in Tables 1 to 3. We discuss in turn the observed impact of different graph embedding techniques, different lexical graphs, and different sources of lexical information.
The edge reconstruction technique consistently delivers the worst results across all lexical graphs and test sets. The top position, in turn, is shared by the random walk and matrix factorisation methods. While the former originates the best results with WordNet for most test sets, the latter does so with SWOW.
A possible explanation for this contrast may lie in that the systematic and exhaustive structuring of WordNet with regards the semantic knowledge pertaining to a given node of the graph may mitigate (more than SWOW does) the known drawhttp://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/ in February 2019. 12 These embeddings have Vectors of dimension 300 trained over 100B Token text.
They were obtained from http://code.google.com/archive/p/ word2vec/ on 22/04/2019. 13 These embeddings have Vectors of dimension 300 trained over 600B Token text.
They were obtained from http://fasttext.cc/docs/en/ english-vectors.html on 22/04/2019. back of the random walk in terms of not ensuring an optimal sampling strategy. 14 In the reverse direction, a factor that may be favouring matrix factorisation with SWOW may lie in that the systematic coverage of all the paths within the graph ensured by that technique may mitigate (more than random walk does) the less systematic nature of the lexical knowledge encoded in an association-based graph, like SWOW.
In what concerns comparison among lexical graphs, in turn, SWOW stands out as supporting results consistently far better for every test set than the ones supported by WordNet, with a range of deltas that go from 20% (15 points) with RG1965, to 159% (48 points) with WordSim-353 Relatedness. It is also interesting to note that the largest deltas are observed with data sets that test semantic relatedness, with deltas from 53% (28 points) with MTurk-771 to 159% (48 points) with WordSim-353, than with data sets for semantic similarity, with deltas from 20% (15 points) with RG1965, to 36% (18 points) with Simlex-999. This seems to indicate that the lexical knowledge necessary to solve the semantic tasks embodied in these test sets is better encoded in SWOW than in (a subset of) WordNet.
We look now into the impact of different sources of empirical data that inform word embeddings. While the best scores of text-based consistently outperform the best scores of WordNet embeddings, they are though consistently outperformed by the best scores of SWOW embeddings, with a range of deltas that go from 7% (5 points) with MTurk-771, to 41% (20 points) with Simlex-999. It is also interesting to note that the largest deltas are observed this time with data sets that test similarity, with deltas from 7% (5 points) with WordSim-353 Similarity to 41% (20 points) with Simlex-999, than with data sets for relatedness, with deltas from 8% (6 points) with MEN, to 11% (8 points) with WordSim-353 Relatedness.
As usual, this type of results needs to be taken with a prudent grain of salt. The kind of individual scores registered above depend on the size of the supporting data sets, be they graph-of text-based embeddings, and are expected to improve as the data sets get larger. Nevertheless, the patterns ob-served with this experimental space seems to provide a clear indication that graph-based embeddings are very competitive, with the best scoring solutions consistently outperforming mainstream text-based ones by a substantial margin.
It is of note that this is obtained with data sets of a much smaller size (12k) than the ones used for text-based embeddings (600B) -whose collection can be obtained with quite affordable costs in the case of SWOW, the graph that is informing the top-performing embeddings.
Related Work
There have been some publications pioneering the issue of obtaining word embeddings from lexical semantic networks. Each has focused though on a particular graph embedding technique or in a particular lexical graph, and thus a systematic study of graph embeddings under comparable settings was not undertaken, and a fortiori a comparative assessment of their strengths with regards textbased ones is also lacking.
The application of Katz index for matrix factorisation was undertaken by De Deyne et al. (2016) over SWOW and by Saedi et al. (2018) over a WordNet subset. These are the results from previous works that we follow more closely here.
The graph embedding SME technique based on edge reconstruction was pioneered by Bordes et al. (2014) , who applied it to a small WordNet subset restricted to 1-hop relations, which we expanded in the experiments reported here.
The random walk methods for graph embeddings were experimented with by Goikoetxea et al. (2015) over full WordNet. This however does not represent a "purely" graph-based approach given the raw text in the glosses was also used. In our implementation here, the embeddings were based solely on the information in the graph.
In this connection, it is worthy of note the work by Hughes and Ramage (2007) , which resorts also to random graph walks over WordNet. Differently, from the goal here, its goal was to obtain word-specific stationary probability distributions -such that the semantic affinity of two words is based on the similarity of their probability distributions -, rather than to obtain vectorial representations for words.
It is also worth mentioning that the task of determining the semantic similarity between two words can be performed not only on the basis of the distance of their respective vectors in a semantic space, but also on the basis of the distance of the respective concepts in the semantic network itself. There has been a research tradition on this issue whose major proposals include (Jiang and Conrath, 1997; Lin, 1998; Leacock and Chodorow, 1998; Hirst and St-Onge, 1998; Resnik, 1999) a.o., which received nice comparative assessments in (Ferlez and Gams, 2004) and (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006) . The focus of the present paper, though, is rather on vectorial representations and semantic distances based on them.
Conclusions
This paper reports on the insights gained on word embeddings with an experimental space that systemically explored empirical data from radically different sources (raw texts vs. lexical graphs), lexical information encoded in graphs from essentially different paradigms of lexical semantics (association-vs. inference-based), and methods to obtain vectorial representations of the nodes in graphs from each major family of graph embedding techniques (edge reconstruction-vs. matrix factorisation vs. random walk-based). Following mainstream practice, the resulting embeddings were evaluated for semantic similarity and relatedness prediction tasks. 15 The results obtained permit to observe a clear pattern indicating that the best scoring solutions with graph embeddings are very competitive, consistently outperforming mainstream textbased ones by a substantial margin. They indicate also that the graphs that are informing the topperforming word embeddings are of a type that can be obtained with quite affordable costs, as they belong to the family of feature-based lexical graphs, which can be collected from lexical associations evoked from laypersons.
In future work, it will be interesting to study how the distinct performance of word embeddings that are informed by different empirical data and embedding methods may have an equally distinctive impact into downstream tasks that take pretrained word embeddings as input.
